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ABSTRACT
Demonstration is an appealing way for humans to provide assis-
tance to reinforcement-learning agents. Most approaches in this
area view demonstrations primarily as sources of behavioral bias.
But in sparse-reward tasks, humans seem to treat demonstrations
more as sources of causal knowledge. This paper proposes a frame-
work for agents that benefit from demonstration in this human-
inspired way. In this framework, agents develop causal models
through observation, and reason from this knowledge to decom-
pose tasks for effective reinforcement learning. Experimental results
show that a basic implementation of Reasoning from Demonstra-
tion (RfD) is effective in a range of sparse-reward tasks.
1 INTRODUCTION
With reinforcement learning (RL), agents can train themselves au-
tonomously to complete tasks. RL algorithms can allow agents to
develop successful behaviors based only on environmental feedback.
However, tasks in large environments with infrequent feedback,
known as sparse-reward tasks, have always been difficult for RL
agents to learn.
Demonstration is a practical and human-motivated approach to
coping with challenging RL tasks. Learning from demonstration
(LfD) can either replace RL or augment it. Systems that combine
LfD and RL typically do so by encouraging agents to behave more
like demonstrators as they learn. This usually improves their early
performance, which would otherwise be essentially random.
It can be effective to use demonstrations as models of behavior.
This paper asks whether it could also be effective to use demonstra-
tions as sources of knowledge. In sparse-reward tasks, knowledge
seems particularly valuable.
Consider, in the classic Atari game Montezuma’s Revenge (see
Figure 1), the task of exiting the first room without losing a life.
It takes a sequence of several hundred carefully chosen actions
to complete this task. The deep Q-learning system that initially
mastered many Atari games [25] did not learn to complete it. Yet the
task is simple for a human to understand: the player must navigate
to a key, and then to a door, without falling off any platforms, and
without colliding with a rolling skull.
This paper proposes a framework in which agents acquire this
kind of high-level knowledge by observing a demonstration, and
then to use that knowledge to learn the task more effectively.
Recent studies show that rendering video games with textured
cells rather than recognizable objects hinders human learning sig-
nificantly [13]. One plausible explanation is that object perception
facilitates causal model-building, which cognitive scientists recog-
nize as a critical component of human learning [22]. This paper asks
how LfD agents might incorporate causal reasoning, and thereby
benefit from demonstration more like humans seem to do in tasks
like Montezuma’s Revenge.
2 BACKGROUND
This section presents a short introduction to RL and surveys tech-
niques for making it more effective in challenging tasks. It focuses
on single agents learning single tasks, and even within this lim-
ited context it is far from exhaustive, but it provides the necessary
context for the proposals that follow.
2.1 Reinforcement learning
An RL agent develops a policy for choosing actions based on the
state of its environment. It receives a numeric reward from the en-
vironment as feedback for each step. Balancing between exploiting
its developing policy and exploring alternatives, the agent grad-
ually improves its policy and becomes capable of earning higher
cumulative rewards [31].
Q-learning [37] is one of the simpler RL algorithms. It uses a
function Q(s,a) to estimate the cumulative reward an agent can
expect to earn after taking action a from state s . Given an accurate
Q-function, the optimal action in state s is the one that maximizes
Q(s,a). Agents can begin with all Q(s,a) ≈ 0 and then adjust the
Q-values incrementally. After taking action a in state s , receiving
reward r , and transitioning to state s ′, the Q-learning update is:
Q(s,a) ←− (1 − α)Q(s,a) + α(r + γmaxa′Q(s ′,a′)) (1)
Theα parameter is a learning rate, which controls the update size.
The γ parameter is a discount factor, which controls the agent’s
patience for delayed rewards. A simple exploration strategy for
Q-learning is ϵ-greedy action selection: the agent usually takes the
action with the highest Q-value, but with probability ϵ it chooses a
random action instead.
2.2 Sparse rewards
RL excels in environments with frequent informative rewards,
which allow agents to improve their policies steadily. As non-zero
rewards become less frequent, it takes longer to discover them, and
it takes more repetition to determine which actions are responsible
for them. Sparse rewards cause combinatorial explosions in the
training time required to develop competent agents.
Taxi [9] is a small example of a sparse-reward task. In this task,
a taxi moves through a 5x5 grid world (see Figure 1), picking up
a passenger at one stop and dropping it off at another, with both
stops randomly selected from the four corners of the grid. The
agent does receive a small negative reward (-1) after each action,
to discourage loitering, but it only receives a positive reward (+20)
once it completes the task. Each episode ends after 200 actions,
whether or not the task is complete.
Courier (see Figure 1) is a scaled-up version of Taxi, with similar
dynamics but significantly increased size and sparsity. In this task, a
courier moves through a 35x35 grid world, collecting four randomly-
placed packages and delivering them to a central platform. There is
no time limit on episodes, but there are 20 randomly-placed moving
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Figure 1: Renderings of four virtual environments: Taxi, Courier, Ms. Pacman, and Montezuma’s Revenge.
vehicles that the agent must dodge. The only feedback occurs at the
end of the task: success when the courier delivers the last package,
or failure if it gets run over.
More examples of sparse-reward tasks can be found in the Arcade
Learning Environment [24], which emulates classic Atari games
with large and unstructured state spaces (160x210 pixel arrays).
Figure 1 illustrates two of these games. Montezuma’s Revenge has
one of the most naturally sparse reward systems; in the first room,
the only rewards are +100 for acquiring the key and +300 for exiting
the room. Ms. Pacman has frequent small rewards for eating pellets,
but the largest rewards can only be achieved by generating and
eating multiple edible ghosts.
2.3 Scaling techniques
Standard Q-learning, which assigns a value to every state-action
pair, is only practical in small environments like Taxi. Larger envi-
ronments, like Courier and the Atari games, have too many states.
This problem can be addressed by decomposing states into feature
vectors and replacing Q-tables with approximators, which require
less memory and allow for generalization across states. Q-learning
adapts well to linear and neural approximators using updates de-
rived from gradient descent [31].
There is a long history in RL of engineering features that alter
the state space, either to abstract away irrelevant information or
to compose useful information. For example, with sophisticated
features, linear Q-learning is sufficient to achieve high scores in
the first level of Ms. Pacman [34]. However, in the era of deep
learning, the field has moved away from human feature engineering
in favor of implicit feature construction via convolutional neural
networks. Deep Q-networks can reach human-level play in many
Atari games directly from their raw pixel states [25]. But games like
Montezuma’s Revenge remain difficult for deep Q-learning because
of their sparse rewards.
One way to cope with sparse rewards is to shape them. Reward
shaping is a technique for providing extra rewards to encourage
progress towards task completion. Shaped rewards must be de-
signed appropriately in order to be effective [26]. For example, on
an open grid, it would be effective to reward a taxi by the amount
that it reduces its Manhattan distance from its destination, but
this intuitive shaping strategy would be counter-productive on the
actual Taxi grid, which contains walls that restrict movement. A
recent and more abstract form of reward shaping, called intrinsic
motivation, encourages exploration by rewarding agents for reach-
ing new areas of the state space; this technique has some success
in Montezuma’s Revenge [7].
Another way to cope with sparsity is to decompose tasks into
subtasks and apply hierarchical learning. In the options framework
[32], subtask policies are treated like extended actions, which may
sometimes be selected instead of primitive actions. Other frame-
works, like Feudal RL [8] and MAXQ [9], more explicitly formulate
tasks as hierarchies of subtasks.
Like features and rewards, task decompositions have often been
engineered. For example, one approach uses human domain knowl-
edge to define a separate learner for each reward source, and
chooses actions by aggregating their Q-values [35]. Given some
human engineering of states and rewards as well, this system is
capable of outplaying humans in Ms. Pacman. Other approaches
train low-level learners to control transitions in a higher-level plan,
which is derived from abstract states [27] or symbolic rules [23]
defined by a human. Both of these techniques are effective in Mon-
tezuma’s Revenge.
There are also approaches in which agents learn to decompose
tasks themselves. For example, one method for learning options
has been applied to Ms. Pacman [1], and one for learning feudal
hierarchies has been applied to Montezuma’s Revenge [36]. These
systems can outperform their non-hierchical baselines, but their
scores do not yet compete with the human-guided approaches.
2.4 Objects
Many tasks are defined around objects. Important objects tend to
be visually displayed for human players, as in Figure 1, but they
are not always explicitly described to RL agents. For example, Taxi
traditionally decomposes states into four features: the row and
column numbers of the taxi location, and the stop numbers of
the passenger and destination. These values uniquely specify each
state, but leave much of the visual information implicit. At the other
extreme, the pixel states of Atari games provide complete visual
information, but in a completely unstructured form.
Some RL algorithms are designed specifically for object-oriented
states. Relational RL [14] trains a first-order logical Q-function
approximator, using states that are sets of first-order predicates,
grounded with objects in the environment. Object-oriented RL
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[12] uses a similar state representation, though not a first-order
Q-function, to speed up learning in Taxi.
Object-oriented states can provide natural opportunities for task
decomposition. For example, Object-Focused Q-learning [5] trains a
policy for interacting with each type of object, and chooses actions
by aggregating their Q-values. Hierarchical Deep Q-learning [21]
trains one network to select an object, and another to navigate
towards a selected object; this is another approach that is effective
in Montezuma’s Revenge.
Of all the forms of state engineering involved in RL, object-
oriented states are arguably the most intuitive, since humans per-
ceive objects with so little apparent effort. Furthermore, object
tracking is an active area of research in the field of computer vision,
and there have been steps towards applying it to object-focused
Q-learning [17].
2.5 Demonstration
LfD originated in the field of robotics, where demonstrations are a
natural form of assistance for humans to provide, and it can be par-
ticularly slow or costly to allow agents to explore autonomously. In
this context, LfD may be a form of supervised learning, with demon-
strations as the source of training data. For example, an agent can
approximate the demonstrator’s policy, and use the approximation
as its own policy [29].
In environments where exploration is permissible, LfD may
also involve autonomous practice. RL provides opportunities to
acquire better and more complete policies than can be acquired
from demonstration alone. For example, an agent can use an ap-
proximate demonstrator policy as a starting point, and then train it
further with RL [30]. Alternatively, the agent can develop its own
policy from scratch, but use an approximate demonstrator policy
to choose some actions in the early stages of training [33]. Failed
demonstrations as well as successful ones can be leveraged to form
useful training biases [18].
Demonstrations can also bias the policies of RL agents less di-
rectly. For example, one approach shapes rewards for agent actions
based on how similar they are to demonstrated actions [2]. Another
system includes demonstrated transitions in the batches that it
collects to update a deep Q-network [19]. In one curriculum-based
approach, the agent learns autonomously, but using demonstration
states as starting points [28]; this is another effective strategy for
Montezuma’s Revenge.
Some LfD approaches use demonstration to facilitate decom-
position. For example, one method achieves state abstraction by
removing features that appear to be irrelevant to demonstrator
actions [6]. A subsequent method goes on to define subtasks based
on differences in their state abstractions [4]. Several approaches
construct option policies based on segments of demonstrations
[16, 20, 39]. In the context of robotics, demonstrations have been
used to teach object affordances, which roughly correspond to
macro-actions that robots can perform upon objects [3].
Decomposing tasks via demonstration is arguably an appealing
middle ground between designing subtasks by hand and learning
them from scratch. Demonstration often requires less expertise
than engineering. And even humans are rarely expected to learn
complex tasks without seeing them demonstrated first.
3 REASONING FROM DEMONSTRATION
What would a human learn from a demonstration of Montezuma’s
Revenge? For an anecdote, I asked a colleague with no history of
gaming to watch and describe a YouTube video of the first room.
He reported that “the cowboy had to go get something and bring it
up there." Compared to what most LfD agents acquire from demon-
stration, what my colleague retained seems at once much less and
much more. He would likely recall no specific states or actions, but
he could explain how to succeed in this task.
This paper asks how an LfD agent could acquire this kind of
high-level knowledge from a demonstration, and how it could use
that knowledge as it trains. Since no previous LfD systems appear
to be based on these questions, this is a fundamental difference
between the proposed approach and the existing ones. Let us call
this approach Reasoning from Demonstration (RfD).
The goal of an RfD agent is to benefit from demonstration more
like humans seem to do. The core of the approach is causal model-
building based on objects and their interactions. Given a demonstra-
tion, an RfD agent generates a set of cause-effect hypotheses. Causes
are object interactions, and effects are other observable events, such
as object appearances and environment feedback. Using these hy-
potheses, an RfD agent can identify desirable and undesirable object
interactions. This provides a basis for task decomposition.
The rest of this section describes an RfD agent that illustrates
one possible implementation of the broader concept. After motivat-
ing the agent’s design, the section introduces formal notation and
procedures. To facilitate reproduction and future work, all of the
code for this agent is available on GitHub1, along with all of the
data generated in the experiments further below.
3.1 Objectives and anti-objectives
Let an objective be an object interaction that contributes towards
success in the task. For example, in Montezuma’s Revenge, the
first objective should be to bring the main character, Panama Joe,
into contact with the key, causing the door to become openable.
The second objective should be to bring Joe into contact with the
openable door, causing the success feedback. After observing these
events in a demonstration, any RfD agent should form hypotheses
about causes and effects, and these hypotheses should allow it to
reason about objectives.
Humans seem to instinctively focus our attention and monitor
our progress in object-oriented ways. For example, if we are trying
to bring Joe to the key, we will focus primarily on those two objects,
and we will be aware that we are making progress as they get closer
together. The RfD agent presented in this paper therefore performs
object-oriented state abstraction and distance-based reward shaping
as it pursues objectives.
Naive distance-based shaping would encourage straight-line
movement, which is not always correct. For example, Joe’s only
viable path to the key nearly circles the entire room. Progress to-
wards objectives needs to be judged along paths that respect the
environmental terrain. The RfD agent presented in this paper there-
fore develops a map of the region connectivity of its environment,
so that it can shape rewards effectively.
1https://github.com/lisatorrey/reasoning-from-demonstration
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Let an anti-objective be an object interaction that causes fail-
ure. For example, the task in Montezuma’s Revenge fails if Joe
comes into contact with the skull. Since a successful demonstration
would not convey this knowledge, it must be discovered during
autonomous practice. Any RfD agent should therefore continue to
acquire cause-effect hypotheses as it trains.
Anti-objectives need to be avoided during the pursuit of objec-
tives. However, there is neurological evidence that human brains
process risks separately from rewards [38]. The RfD agent presented
in this paper therefore develops separate policies with respect to
objectives and anti-objectives, and consults both when choosing
actions.
3.2 Objects and events
Let an environment consist of a state space, an action space, and
an unknown probability distribution over state transitions. Let a
task be defined over an environment by choosing four subsets
of the state space: the state sets where task attempts begin, end,
receive SUCCESS feedback, and receive FAILURE feedback. In this task
formulation, there are no intermediate rewards.
Any RfD agent needs to be able to perceive objects and events
in its environment, but agents may differ in how they represent
these elements. Here is the representation used by the RfD agent
presented in this paper.
Let objects(s) be the set of objects present in state s . Given an
object, let type(object) be a descriptor that similar objects would
share. Let location(s, object) and velocity(s, object) describe
the perceived position and momentum of the object in state s . Let
region(s, object) indicate which region of the environment the
object occupies in state s .
Let events(s, s′) be the set of object interactions observed at the
transition from state s to s ′. Given an event, let type(event) be a
descriptor that similar events would share. Let actor(event) be the
object responsible for the event, and let subject(event), if it exists,
be the object acted upon.
Given an event, let template(event) be composed of three types:
type(event), type(actor(event)), and type(subject(event)). Let a
template be called instantiable in states that contain appropriately
typed objects to fill the actor and subject roles. Let instantiated
templates be called possible events. Let instances(s, templates) be
the set of possible events generated by instantiating one or more
templates in state s .
Given a possible event, let distance(s, event) be the distance
between its objects in state s . Let focus(s, event) be an abstract
state representation for the possible event. In this paper, abstract
states consist of the velocities of the objects and the location of the
actor (relative to the subject, if there is one) in state s .
3.3 Training procedures
The main procedure for the RfD agent presented in this paper is
Algorithm 1, which augments the standard RL loop for episodic
training. The agent develops three kinds of knowledge: a theory,
a map, and a set of policies. It begins to develop some of these
components based on a demonstrated state sequence, and improves
them all as it practices the task autonomously.
Algorithm 1 Outlines an RfD agent.
procedure rfd
for each demonstrated transition (s, s ′) do
UPDATE-MAP(s, s ′)
UPDATE-THEORY(s, s ′)
while more training is desirable do
s ←− random choice from initial task states
while s is non-terminal and attempt time < τ do
anti-objectives ←− instances(s, causes(FAILURE))
objectives ←− instances(s, CONTRIBUTORS(SUCCESS))
objective ←− CHOOSE-OBJECTIVE(objectives)
if objective is multi-regional then
objective ←− FIRST-CHECKPOINT(objective)
a ←− CHOOSE-ACTION(s, objective, anti-objectives)
s ′ ←− result of taking action a
UPDATE-MAP(s, s ′)
UPDATE-THEORY(s, s ′)
UPDATE-POLICIES(s, a, s ′, objective, anti-objectives)
s ←− s ′
Algorithm 2Makes a theory consistent with a transition (s, s ′).
procedure update-theory(s , s ′)
for each event in events(s, s ′) do
if template(event) has not been seen before then
for each object in objects(s ′) − objects(s) do
add template(event) −→ type(object) to the agent’s theory
if SUCCESS occurred in s ′ then
add template(event) −→ SUCCESS to the agent’s theory
if FAILURE occurred in s ′ then
add template(event) −→ FAILURE to the agent’s theory
for each cause −→ effect in the agent’s theory do
if events(s, s ′) contains event s.t. template(event) = cause then
if effect did not occur in s ′ then
remove cause −→ effect from the agent’s theory
Algorithm 3 Generates objectives contributing to an effect E.
procedure contributors(s , E)
templates←− ∅
for each C in causes(E) do
if C is instantiable in s then
add C to templates
else
for each object-type required to make C instantiable in s do
merge CONTRIBUTORS(s, object-type) into templates
return templates
A theory is a set of cause-effect hypotheses. The agent constructs
a theory through repeated application of Algorithm 2, which re-
flects a few simple assumptions about causality. It assumes object
interactions are potential causes, while object appearances and en-
vironment feedback are potential effects. Furthermore, it assumes
causes and effects coincide in time; if it observes potential cause C
and potential effect E in the same state, it generates the hypothesis
C −→ E. Finally, it assumes the rule of logical implication; if it
observes C but not E, it rejects the hypothesis C −→ E.
The agent uses its theory to identify objectives and anti-objectives.
Anti-objectives are possible events to be avoided, since they may
cause failure. Objectives are possible events to be pursued, because
they contribute along some causal path towards success, as identi-
fied in Algorithm 3. In this algorithm, causes(E) indicates the set
of all C such that C −→ E is in the agent’s theory.
A map is a graph of the regions of the environment and their
connectivity. The agent constructs this map through repeated ap-
plication of Algorithm 4, which keeps track of where objects move
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Algorithm 4 Adds to a map based on a state transition (s, s ′).
procedure update-map(s , s ′)
for each object in objects(s) ∩ objects(s ′) do
R ←− region(s, object)
R′ ←− region(s ′, object)
if R , R′ and no transition R −→ R′ exists in the agent’s map then
add transition R −→ R′ to the agent’s map at location(s ′, object)
across regions. To keep the map small, the agent stores just one
transition for each pair of regions.
The agent uses its map to break down multi-region objectives,
which involve objects in different regions. It applies Dijkstra’s al-
gorithm [11] to find the shortest path from actor to subject, using
region-transitions as intermediate points. The length of a path is
the sum of the lengths of its segments. The FIRST-CHECKPOINT pro-
cedure constructs an intermediate objective of moving the actor
to the first region-transition along this path. The agent also uses
its map whenever there are multiple objectives to choose from;
its CHOOSE-OBJECTIVE procedure selects an objective with minimal
path length, breaking ties randomly. (The FIRST-CHECKPOINT and
CHOOSE-OBJECTIVE subprocedures are the only ones for which pseu-
docode is omitted due to space constraints.)
A policy evaluates actions with respect to a possible event. The
agent represents all of its policies with simple Q-functions, and
associates one Q-function with each event template. Whenever it
discovers a new event template, it creates a new zero-valued Q-
function. As it trains, it generates its own rewards to update the
appropriate Q-functions, as shown in Algorithm 5. Objective and
checkpoint rewards are based on progress, and all policies have a
bonus ω for completion.
The agent chooses actions by consulting the policies of its current
objective and anti-objectives. It uses the corresponding Q-functions
to compute both a reward estimate and a cumulative risk estimate
for each action, as shown in Algorithm 6.When it decides to explore,
it randomly chooses a minimal-risk action. Otherwise, it chooses
an action that maximizes the gap between reward and risk, using a
weight β to control risk tolerance.
Exploration rates (ϵ) and risk tolerances (β) are specific to the
current objective. New Q-functions for objectives begin with ϵQ =
ϵmax . Whenever an objective is completed, its ϵ decays, with a floor
of ϵmin . The agent therefore explores less the more an objective suc-
ceeds. New Q-functions for objectives also begin with βQ = βmax .
Whenever an objective is exploited, its β decays, but whenever it is
completed, its β resets to βmax . The agent therefore tolerates more
risk the longer it pursues an objective without completing it.
All of the experiments in this paper use the following settings for
the Greek-letter parameters: α = 0.1, γ = 0.9, ω = 100, τ = 10000,
ϵmax = 0.1, ϵmin = 0.01, λϵ = 0.99, βmax = 100, λβ = 0.99.
4 BENCHMARK
Taxi makes a good benchmark for comparing RfD with LfD. It is
small enough to apply any approach, but sparse enough to reveal
differences between approaches. There are two main categories of
LfD that should be considered: approaches that use demonstration
to influence a single policy, and approaches that use demonstration
to decompose the task. This section identifies one approach in each
Algorithm 5 Adjusts policies after a transition (s,a, s ′).
procedure update-policies(s , a, s ′, objective, anti-objectives)
Q ←− the Q-function associated with template(objective)
δ ←− distance(s, objective) − distance(s ′, objective)
s ←− focus(s, objective)
s ′ ←− focus(s ′, objective)
if objective is a checkpoint then
if actor(objective) has entered the checkpoint region then
update Q according to Equation 1 with s , a, s ′, and r = δ + ω
ϵQ ←− max(ϵmin, λϵ ϵQ )
βQ ←− βmax
else if actor(objective) has entered a different region then
update Q according to Equation 1 with s , a, s ′, and r = δ − ω
else
update Q according to Equation 1 with s , a, s ′, and r = δ
else
if objective ∈ events(s, s ′) then
update Q according to Equation 1 with s , a, s ′, and r = δ + ω
ϵQ ←− max(ϵmin, λϵ ϵQ )
βQ ←− βmax
else if objective remains possible in s ′ then
update Q according to Equation 1 with s , a, s ′, and r = δ
for each anti-objective do
Q ←− the Q-function associated with template(anti-objective)
s ←− focus(s, anti-objective)
s ′ ←− focus(s ′, anti-objective)
if anti-objective ∈ events(s, s ′) then
update Q according to Equation 1 with s , a, s ′, and r = −ω
else if anti-objective remains possible in s ′ then
update Q according to Equation 1 with s , a, s ′, and r = 0
Algorithm 6 Chooses an action in state s .
procedure choose-action(s , objective, anti-objectives)
for each a in the action space do
risk[a] ←− 0
for each anti-objective do
Q ←− the Q-function associated with template(anti-objective)
s ←− focus(s, anti-objective)
risk[a] ←− risk[a] − Q (s, a)
Q ←− the Q-function associated with template(objective)
s ←− focus(s, objective)
for each a in the action space do
reward[a] ←− Q (s, a)
if random(0,1) < ϵQ then
safest←− set of a minimizing risk[a]
return random choice from safest
else
best←− set of a maximizing reward[a] − βQ risk[a]
βQ ←− λβ βQ
return random choice from best
category that seems best suited to the Taxi problem, and shows
how these two LfD approaches compare with RfD.
It is easy to generate good demonstrations for Taxi. Training
a standard Q-learner to convergence takes about 100,000 actions,
and then it makes a reliable demonstrator. However, a Taxi demon-
stration provides very limited information. There are 500 unique
states in the environment, and good demonstrations encounter only
5 to 20 of them. Furthermore, the traditional state representation
provides little opportunity to generalize beyond a demonstration.
States that match in some or even most of their feature values still
often have different optimal actions.
In this situation, a single-policy LfD agent should benefit most
by favoring imitation over generalization. The imitation agents
in this experiment therefore use standard Q-learning, but always
take demonstrated actions in demonstrated states, unless they are
exploring. Figure 2 confirms that demonstrations are useful in Taxi:
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the imitation agents learn faster than the standard Q-learner, and
the effect increases with the number of demonstrations.
Taxi does provide opportunities for task decomposition, as well
as further state decomposition within subtasks. Among the exist-
ing approaches, Automatic Decomposition and Abstraction (ADA)
seems best suited to take advantage of both opportunities [4].
ADA partitions a state space into subtasks along numeric feature
boundaries, and removes irrelevant features in subtasks based on
their mutual information with demonstrator actions. In Taxi, the
passenger feature has values in {0, 1, 2, 3, 4}, where 4 means the
passenger is inside the taxi, and the other values represent the stops.
Thus it is appropriate to use the boundary passenger < 4 to divide
Taxi into two subtasks. One side is the pickup subtask, in which
the destination feature should be ignored. The other side is the
dropoff subtask, in which the passenger feature can be ignored.
In 100 trials of up to 32 demonstrations generated one at a time
by a trained Q-learner, ADA produced the correct decomposition
72 times, after a minimum of 3 demonstrations and an average
of 12. To establish an upper bound on the potential of ADA, the
decomposition agents in this experiment all use the correct decom-
position, and they train the two subtasks via imitation. Figure 2
confirms that decomposition is useful in Taxi: given the same num-
ber of demonstrations, decomposition agents quickly outperform
imitation agents.
The RfD agents each receive just one demonstration, which I
performed from the initial state shown in Figure 1. Instead of the
usual numeric rewards of the Taxi environment, the RfD agents
receive only SUCCESS or FAILURE feedback at the end of each attempt.
The regions of the environment are the five rectangles suggested by
the walls. Each object has a (row, column) location and a velocity
of 0. The object types and event templates are evident from these
hypotheses, which the RfD agents generate for Taxi:
picks(Taxi, Passenger) −→ Taxi+Passenger
picks(Taxi, Passenger) −→ Stop
drops(Taxi+Passenger, Stop) −→ Taxi
drops(Taxi+Passenger, Stop) −→ Passenger
drops(Taxi+Passenger, Destination) −→ SUCCESS
drops(Taxi+Passenger, Destination) −→ Stop
Differences in the forms and amounts of assistance that the RfD
and decomposition agents receive complicate the comparison of
their learning curves. That said, the differences in their learning
curves are dramatic. The RfD agents converge in about 2% of the
time that the decomposition agents take, regardless of the number
of demonstrations. Figure 3 shows the RfD learning curves on an
appropriate scale.
Although they represent the information differently, the RfD
and decomposition agents are both solving the same subtasks in
the same state space. The difference in their performance is mainly
attributable to the reward shaping that the RfD agents perform. Of
course, it is no surprise that reward shaping speeds up learning.
But agents need causal and spatial knowledge in order to perform
reward shaping themselves, without human engineering.
Overall, the comparison of ADA and RfD suggests that decompo-
sition based on causal reasoning, rather than statistical reasoning,
has the potential to facilitate significantly faster learning after sig-
nificantly less demonstration.
Figure 2: Learning curves for non-RfD agents in Taxi. Curves are
smoothed over 400 episodes and averaged over 10 different agents.
Figure 3: Learning curves for ten RfD agents in Taxi. Curves are
300 attempts long and smoothed over a 30-attempt window.
5 CHALLENGES
This section shows how RfD scales to larger and sparser environ-
ments: Courier, Ms. Pacman, and Montezuma’s Revenge.
5.1 Courier
With four packages and 20 vehicles on a 35x35 grid, just the ini-
tial states of the Courier task number more than 1035. My single
demonstration begins at the state shown in Figure 1, collects the
two packages on one side, collects the two packages on the other
side, and delivers them all at once.
The regions of the environment are the three rectangles sug-
gested by the walls. Each object has a (row, column) location. The
object types and event templates are evident from these initial
hypotheses that the RfD agents generate for Courier:
arrives(Courier, Package) −→ Courier+1
arrives(Courier+1, Package) −→ Courier+2
arrives(Courier+2, Package) −→ Courier+3
arrives(Courier+3, Package) −→ Courier+4
arrives(Courier+4, Platform) −→ SUCCESS
arrives(Courier+4, Platform) −→ Platform+4
arrives(Courier+4, Platform) −→ Courier
Agents add additional hypotheses as they train. Most impor-
tantly, they discover that collides(Courier+k , Vehicle) causes FAILURE
for any k . They also tend to discover the possibility of delivering
fewer than four packages at once. These discoveries lead some
agents to develop alternate strategies.
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The ADA approach is not practically applicable in Courier due
to the dimensionality of the state space. And because Courier is es-
sentially designed to need object-oriented decomposition, no other
LfD approach seems more applicable. However, Figure 4 shows
that training RfD agents to convergence in Courier takes less than
100,000 actions. These results indicate that combinatorially huge
environment sizes and arbitrarily long subtask sequences are sur-
mountable via RfD. Furthermore, they show that RfD agents can
develop logical solutions that were not demonstrated.
5.2 Ms. Pacman
In Ms. Pacman, agents can accumulate rewards through a sequence
of levels just by eating densely placed pellets. Regular pellets are
worth 10 points, while the rarer power-pellets are worth 50 points.
However, the highest rewards are only available for a short period
after consuming a power-pellet, when the ghosts become temporar-
ily edible. Catching one turns it into a pair of eyes and yields 200
points, and this reward doubles for each additional catch during
the same period.
Let us define a task in Ms. Pacman that focuses on catching
edible ghosts in the first level. It provides SUCCESS feedback when
Ms. Pacman catches an edible ghost and FAILURE feedback when
she collides with a regular ghost. The task ends upon failure, but
success is achievable up to 16 times per attempt, because there are
four power-pellets and four ghosts.
This game always begins in the same state, and the Atari emula-
tor is, unfortunately, inherently deterministic; the same sequence
of player actions always produces the same sequence of states. A
common way to introduce some stochasticity is to delay the start
of the game, allowing the ghosts to move for a random number of
frames before Ms. Pacman can start moving.
The environment provides only pixels, but objects in Ms. Pacman
can be identified based on their colors. Each object has an (x,y)
location that approximates its center. Since the typical practice in
Atari games is to repeat actions for four frames each, any mov-
ing object has a velocity, which is expressed as UP, DOWN, LEFT, or
RIGHT. The object types and event templates are evident from these
hypotheses, which the RfD agents generate for Ms. Pacman:
arrives(Pacman, Power) −→ Edible
catches(Pacman, Edible) −→ SUCCESS
catches(Pacman, Edible) −→ Eyes
collides(Pacman, Ghost) −→ FAILURE
Demonstrations for this task could vary widely. I performed a
short one, taking Ms. Pacman directly to the lower left pellet and
keeping her in that corner, where one edible ghost soon stumbles
into her, and a bit later a regular ghost finds her. Unlike my demon-
strations for other tasks, this one provides the basis for a complete
causal model, but for only a partial map of the regions (which are
the 36 corridors). The RfD agents discover about 60% of the regions
and about 80% of the transitions as they train.
Figure 5 shows that navigation-intensive problems are approach-
able via RfD. The RfD agents learn to average about 8 successes per
attempt within a few hundred thousand actions. Since most agents
in Ms. Pacman focus on maximizing points across multiple levels,
comparisons to previous results are not necessarily meaningful.
However, one agent that was heavily engineered to maximize its
Figure 4: Learning curves for ten RfD agents in Courier. Curves are
500 attempts long and smoothed over a 50-attempt window.
Figure 5: Learning curves for tenRfDagents inMs. Pacman.Curves
are 1000 attempts long and smoothed over a 100-attempt window.
score on the first level of Ms. Pacman averaged about 3800 points
at its asymptote [34], while at their asymptotes, the RfD agents
average about 5600 points on that level. Causal modeling allows
them to pursue large rewards in more deliberate ways.
5.3 Montezuma’s Revenge
The first-room task in Montezuma’s Revenge provides SUCCESS feed-
back when Joe exits the room and FAILURE feedback when he loses
a life. In both cases, the task ends.
Regions correspond to the visual elements of the terrain: the
platforms, ladders, floor, and rope. Objects are identified based on
their colors, and each object has an (x ,y) location that approxi-
mates its center. Moving objects have velocities that are expressed
as (∆x ,∆y ) tuples. The object types and event templates are ev-
ident from these hypotheses, which the RfD agents generate for
Montezuma’s Revenge:
arrives(Joe, Key) −→ Door+Key
arrives(Joe, Door+Key) −→ SUCCESS
collides(Joe, Skull) −→ FAILURE
falls(Joe) −→ FAILURE
There is little variation among successful demonstrations for this
task, because they must all take approximately the same route down
to the key and back up to the door. To introduce some variation,
the start of each game is randomly delayed by up to 400 frames, so
that Joe might reach the skull at any point in its cyclical patrol. My
demonstration provides the basis for a complete map, but only a
partial theory; the RfD agents must learn the causes of failure as
they train.
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Figure 6 shows that the RfD agents reach a success rate of about
90% in this task after about 25 million actions. Comparisons to pre-
vious results are not necessarily meaningful, because most agents
in Montezuma’s Revenge are permitted to use all five lives. Since
the skull disappears after one collision, even having two lives to
spend makes it much easier to exit the room.
One approach called Deep Abstract Q-Networks does consider
the single-life condition [27]. Using hierarchical deep RL with
human-engineered abstract states, it rises to a peak average of ap-
proximately 300 points in approximately 50 million frames. These
results seem comparable to the RfD results. The similarity suggests
that when learning sparse-reward tasks, it may be less important
to use a sophisticated RL algorithm than it is to acquire, in some
way, an effective decomposition.
5.4 Extended actions
The task in Montezuma’s Revenge is only slightly longer than the
other tasks examined in this paper. The difference is far too small
to explain the steep increase in learning time. Why is Montezuma’s
Revenge so hard to learn, even for agents who are well-equipped
to handle sparse rewards? One recent study notes that the environ-
ment contains many dead ends, or states from which an agent will
certainly lose a life, despite continuing to act for a while before it
occurs [15]. For example, if Joe steps off the top platform, he falls
to his death, and although the emulator continues to accept actions
on the way down, none of them have any effect.
From an RL agent’s perspective, this problem can be charac-
terized in a different way: actions in Montezuma’s Revenge have
unpredictable durations. Normally each action lasts for four frames,
but if an action begins a jump or a fall, it really lasts until Joe returns
to a surface again. Humans understand this fact intuitively, since
our experience in the physical world makes us expect to be power-
less to change our trajectory in mid-air. Because of our intuition,
we perceive the actions in this environment differently than RL
agents do.
Figure 7 shows that this difference in perception has a dramatic
effect on the learning process. If the actions in Montezuma’s Re-
venge are extended until Joe stops falling, to correspond with hu-
man perceptions, the RfD agents can reach the same asymptote in
about 2% of the time. The knowledge that RfD agents develop is in-
sufficient for them to make this adjustment autonomously, so these
results should not be considered achievements of RfD. They are
included here just to clarify the difficulty of Montezuma’s Revenge,
which is due not only to the nature of its rewards, but also to the
nature of its actions.
6 CONCLUSIONS
This paper proposes a framework called Reasoning from Demon-
stration. It is inspired by the way that humans seem to approach
sparse-reward tasks with object-oriented causal reasoning. Agents
in this framework acquire causal knowledge from demonstration
and use it to decompose tasks effectively and practice them delib-
erately. The paper presents experimental evidence that in sparse-
reward tasks, RfD approaches have the potential for much faster
learning than traditional LfD approaches.
Figure 6: Learning curves for ten RfD agents in Montezuma’s Re-
venge. Curves are 100,000 attempts long and smoothed over a 10,000-
attempt window.
Figure 7: Learning curves for ten RfD agents in Montezuma’s Re-
venge with extended actions. Curves are 2000 attempts long and
smoothed over a 200-attempt window.
Another potential benefit of RfD agents is their natural resilience
to low-quantity and low-quality demonstrations. One successful
demonstration is often enough to establish the causal dynamics
of a task. And as long as a demonstration ultimately reveals those
causal dynamics, it can be arbitrarily sub-optimal without having
any detrimental effect on RfD agents.
The agent described in this paper implements the RfD concept
using simple components and procedures. Many of them could
clearly be improved by other agents within the RfD framework. For
example, richer representations of objects and policies would allow
for finer control, and a more sophisticated treatment of causality
would produce more robust reasoning.
Most importantly, although the agent in this paper is assisted
in perceiving objects, events, and regions, future RfD agents could
approach these problems autonomously. In fact, the main conclu-
sion of this paper is that research on perception should be better
integrated into research on learning in sparse-reward tasks. Struc-
tured perception is necessary for causal modeling, which clearly
has potential benefits for sparse-reward learning.
This work joins ongoing discussions about combining statistical
and symbolic AI [10] and about making agents learn more like
humans do [22]. These discussions seem particularly relevant to
the area of LfD, which is already human-inspired.
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